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the bridal shower

_________'s wedding was just a ________ away and no one had 

planned a __________ for her (or so she thought). _________ 

actually had it planned ________ in advance and everyone involved 

from her _________ to her __________ had managed to keep the 

party a _________. on the morning of the event, her ________ took 

her to _________ and told her that they should try it out because it 

would make the ________ place for the rehearsal ________, if it 

met with her ___________. she didn't ___________ a thing! when 

they arrived, she was led into a _________, __________ room 

where she was pleasantly __________ by the ______ bridal shower 

any _______ could ask for! there were so many ___________ 

details she couldn't believe her ________! they had __________ 

cocktails, a photo booth with a _________ background and _____ 

different flavors of mini-__________. She felt so ___________.
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adjective: describes something or somebody. short, messy, soft, ugly, fat and 
dumb are all adjectives.

Adverb: tells how something is done. usually ends in 'ly'. carefully, stupidly, 
happily, greedily, and modestly are all adverbs.

noun: is a person, place or thing. 

Verb: an action word. Run, pitch, jump, hike, are Verbs. past tense verbs are 
ran, pitched jumped, and hiked. verb (ing) means the word needs to end in (ing) 
like swimming, jumping, eating, and running.
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Bride: ______________

noun: ______________

noun: _____________

brides friend: ______________

plural noun: ______________

brides relative: ______________

person close to the bride:

_________________

adjective: _____________

person close to the bride:

_________________

restaurant: ______________

adjective: ______________

meal: ________________

noun: _________________

verb: _______________

size: _______________

noun: _______________

adjective: _____________

adjective: ______________

noun: ____________

adjective: ______________

body part plural: _____________

color: _____________

noun: ______________

number: ____________

dessert: ______________

verb (Ed): ______________

Fill out this side of the card first (no peeking!).
Then transfer your answers to the front of the card -Or-
quiz a friend for the words and fill the front in for them!
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